Two in five social conversations among PR and Communications Leaders
are about recovery according to Vuelio Barometer
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PR and Communications leaders are increasingly focused on recovery in Q2 according to the Vuelio
Barometer which analyses themes dominating the public posts of 897 executives. The study is based on
publicly available data from Twitter from Q4 2019 through to Q2 2020.
The Barometer (https://www.vuelio.com/uk/resources/white-papers/barometer-pr-comms-leaders/) shows that
‘Recovery’, which includes the terms ‘return to work’, ‘learn from’ and ‘get back to’
among others, has become more important since the start of lockdown and most recently accounts for nearly
two in five (36%) of all online discussions among PR and Communications Leaders. This was up from being
the main topic of less than a quarter (23%) of conversations in Q1.
Social media debate among PR and Communications Leaders about ‘Action’, including the terms
‘we’ve decided’, ‘start’ and ‘we need’, in contrast has decreased over the same period. In
Q4 2019, two thirds (67%) of all conversations were about action. This fell to less than half (45%) of
all social media conversations among PR and Communications Leaders in Q2 2020.
Over the same period, non-COVID-19 topics such as Charity, Employee Wellbeing, Green Business and
Institutional Trust declined. Trust fell from accounting for one in seven conversations (14%) in Q4 2019
to just one in 20 (6%) in Q2. Unsurprisingly, COVID-19 dominated, increasing from half (50%) in Q1 to
accounting for two thirds (65%) of all social media conversations among PR and communications leaders by
20 May.
Analysing which recent PR campaigns had cut through to grab the attention of industry leaders, the Vuelio
Barometer found the most successful was ‘Clap for Carers’ which throughout Q2 accounted for four in
five (81%) campaign conversations. In contrast, the Government’s ‘Stay Alert’ campaign was referred
to in just one in ten.
Natalie Orringe, Chief Marketing Officer, Vuelio said: “Our analysis of the online conversations of PR
and Communications leaders reveals since Q1 2020 a shift from debating what action has to be taken to in
Q2 discussing how recovery can be managed. It demonstrates how the industry is turning from responding to
the implications of COVID-19 to focus on the proactive, sustainable strategies needed to enable
businesses to recover. There can be no doubt COVID-19 has reshaped the industry and continues to account
for nearly two thirds of all social media conversation among communication leaders.”
Based on insight, Vuelio has developed a range of products designed specifically to support organisations
as they move from crisis management to proactively managing reputation in order to recover. Packages on
the Recovery Hub (https://www.vuelio.com/uk/covid-19-recovery-hub/) include ‘Get up and Grow’ to help
small to mid-sized companies kick start their PR programme; ‘Re-start-up’ for mid-sized businesses to
maximise the effectiveness of their communications; and ‘The Full Works’ for large, complex
organisations that need to accelerate their communications.
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The Vuelio Barometer of PR and Comms Leaders
A Panel of 897 comms leaders was defined based on Twitter bios using publicly available data, and their
public posts and content were analysed using Pulsar. The Vuelio Barometer of Comms Leaders is a live
panel and will track trends among senior leaders in the PR and communications industry. Vuelio welcomes
partnerships from any organisation that would like to make use of the Panel for research and analysis
purposes. Get in touch to find out more: info@vuelio.com
About Vuelio
Vuelio helps organisations make their story matter by providing monitoring, insight, engagement and
evaluation tools for politics, editorial and social media in one place.
Its technology is used by more 3,000 organisations across the world, from large enterprises and
communications agencies to public sector bodies and not-for-profits. Vuelio is part of the Access
Intelligence Group that includes ResponseSource, a network that connects media and influencers to the
resources they need fast; and Pulsar, the audience intelligence platform.
About Pulsar
Pulsar is the leading AI-powered audience intelligence platform. Combining conversational and behavioural
signals from the world’s leading digital destinations, Pulsar helps brands understand their audiences
better and create messages that matter to them. It is part of the AIM-listed Access Intelligence Group
which develops high quality SaaS software to address the fundamental business needs of the media, PR,
marketing and communications industries used by more than 3,500 global organisations every day. Alongside
Pulsar, this includes Vuelio, the platform that helps organizations make their story matter and
ResponseSource, the network that connects media and influencers to the resources they need, fast.
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